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ABSTRACT

In this paper we investigate the use of heterogeneous data sources
for acoustic training. We describe an acoustic normalization proce-
dure for enlarging an ASR acoustic training set with out-of-domain
acoustic data. A larger in-domain training set is created by effec-
tively transforming the out-of-domain data before incorporation
in training. Baseline experimental results in Mandarin conversa-
tional telephone speech transcription show that a simple attempt to
add out-of-domain data degrades performance. Preliminary ex-
periments assess the effectiveness of the proposed cross-corpus
acoustic normalization. Furthermore, we investigate the behavior
of speaker adaptive training in conjunction with the cross-corpus
normalization procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION

The common refrain in automatic speech recognition systems
(ASR) is that when it comes to acoustic training, there’s no data
like more data. At the same time, data added should somehow be
similar to the existing data set which in itself should be closely re-
lated to the final task to which the ASR system will be applied. The
refrain should in fact be modified to state that ’there’s no data like
more data that’s similar to the data already available.’ Any number
of contributing factors, such as language, dialect, acoustic chan-
nel, sampling rate, domain or topic, speaking style, speaker age
and education, enter into the characterization of an acoustic train-
ing set. Typically data is available from a single source, such as a
single controlled data collection effort that gathers speech from a
known population under somewhat controlled circumstances. This
yields a relatively homogeneous collection of speech, and mod-
els trained on such a collection will perform well when incorpo-
rated into an ASR system evaluated on new speech of a similar
nature. However, if a second collection of speech differs in any
of these or other dimensions, for instance if the acoustic channel
varies, simply adding the second collection to the first collection
to create a large acoustic training set may in fact lead to degrada-
tion in recognition performance. Loosely speaking, if the model
is not able to account for the added variability the acoustic model
training process will be disrupted. This paper focuses on simple
acoustic normalization techniques that we show make it possible
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to augment an acoustic training set with speech data that would
otherwise lead to performance degradation.

Our task is to build a Mandarin Conversational Telephone
Speech ASR system for the CallFriend (CF) [1] domain using data
not only from the closely matched CF training corpus but also with
data added from two out-of-domain sources. The calls for the CF
test and training corpora were domestic with both parties located
in the continental United States and Canada. The second corpus,
the CallHome (CH) corpus is fairly similar to the CF corpus in
that in both speakers were simply taking advantage of a free phone
call. However the CH corpus calls originated in the US with the
other speaker(s) in locations overseas. The third collection was
based entirely in China. The Flight Corpus (FL) [2] consists of
telephone conversations between travel agents and customers call-
ing to ask about flights and to make reservations. Since these three
databases contain conversational Mandarin collected over the tele-
phone, it is reasonable to investigate whether the CH and FL data
can be helpful in building ASR systems for the CF domain.

Many approaches have been proposed to model unwanted vari-
ations in sampled speech and language. In the front-end, speaker
and channel normalization techniques modify the spectral repre-
sentation of the speech waveforms in an attempt to reduce non-
informative variability between speakers and channels. As an ex-
ample, cepstral mean normalization [3] is used to reduce distortion
introduced by the transmission channel. In the course of training
of acoustic models, inter-speaker variabilities are modelled and di-
rectly incorporated into the training process by speaker adaptive
training [4, 5] and stochastic matching [6] techniques. Language
modeling can also benefit from techniques to incorporate out-of-
domain data [7].

We describe an acoustic normalization procedure for enlarg-
ing an ASR acoustic training set with out-of-domain acoustic data.
The approach is a straightforward application of model-based
acoustic normalization techniques to map the out-of-domain fea-
ture space onto the in-domain data. A larger in-domain training
set is created by effectively transforming the out-of-domain data
before incorporation in training. Performance will be measured by
improvements on the in-domain test set.

2. CROSS-CORPUS NORMALIZATION

We start with a collection ofC training sets(c = 1, . . . , C),
wherec = t denotes the in-domain data set. Assuming that the in-
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domain training data are sufficiently representative of the type of
speech expected to be recognized, our modelling technique trans-
forms the out-of-domain feature space to match the space of the
in-domain train population. The transformed acoustic feature vec-
tor o is found asAo + b, whereA is a nonsingular matrix andb is
a vector. It is these transforms[b A] that will be estimated over the
out-of-domain training sets. Although this modeling approach is
quite general and could be extended to a variety of normalization
techniques and estimation criteria, we study only transform-based
acoustic normalization in HMMs under the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimation criterion.

The emission density of states which is assumed to be Gaussian
is reparametrized as

q(ζ|s, c; θ) =
|A(c)

R(s)|p
(2π)m|Σs|
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Note the dependence onc ; the observation distribution depends
on the training set to which it is applied. HereT (c)
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extended source dependent transformation matrix[b
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ciated with statesSr = {s|R(s) = r} for classesr = 1, . . . , R; ζ

is the extended observation vector[1 oT ]
T

; andµs andΣs are the
mean and variance for the observation distribution of states. The
Σs are constrained to be diagonal covariance matrices. We assume
that the in-domain data does not need to be normalized at the cor-
pus level, and this is in fact a key step in the modeling approach.
To this end, we simply setA(t)

r = I andb
(t)
r = 0 ∀r. The entire

parameter set is specified asθ = (T
(c)

R(s), µs, Σs).
Our goal is to estimate the transforms and the HMM parame-

ters under the ML criterion. The estimation is based on the ob-
served random process(ŵn̂

1 , ôl̂
1) that consists of an̂n-length word

sequencêwn̂
1 and an̂l-length sequence ofm-dimensional acoustic

vectorsôl̂
1. To incorporate information about the source identity

into the statistical framework, we modify the observed random
process to include a sequence that labels each observation vector
by the source that produced it:(ŵn̂

1 , ôl̂
1, ĉ

l̂
1). The train objective

therefore becomes the maximization ofp(ôl̂
1| ŵn̂

1 , ĉl̂
1; θ). This es-

timation is performed as a two-stage iterative procedure. At each
iteration, we first maximize the ML criterion with respect to the
affine transforms while keeping the Gaussian parameters fixed, and
then reestimate the Gaussian parameters using the updated values
of the normalizing transforms.

2.1. Corpus-Normalizing Transform Estimation

Maximum likelihood reestimation of the parameters is performed
using the expectation-maximization (EM) [8] algorithm. This yields
the following update rule to be satisfied by the parameter estima-
tion procedures: given a parameter estimateθ, a new estimatēθ is
found so as to satisfy

θ̄ :
X

r,c

X

s∈Sr

X

τ :ĉτ =c

γs(τ ; θ)∇θ log q(T
(c)

R(s)ζ̂τ |s, c; θ̄) = 0

whereγs(τ ; θ) = qsτ (s|ŵn̂
1 , ôl̂

1, ĉ
l̂
1; θ) is the conditional occu-

pancy probability of states at timeτ given the training acoustics
and transcription.

A detailed derivation of the transformation parameters is con-
tained in the work of Gales [9]. Given the updated values of the

Data Sources in Training CER
CF CH FL Total Hours SI SI+MLLR
√

14 60.8 58.7√
14 62.2 59.8√
22 69.2 65.8√ √
28 57.9 55.9√ √
36 60.8 58.7√ √ √
50 59.3 56.6

Table 1. Character Error Rate (%) of baseline systems trained
from various corporus combinations as evaluated on the CF test
set. Results are reported with and without unsupervised MLLR
speaker adaptation.

affine transforms the estimate for the mean and variance can be
shown to be
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The testbed used for this research was the 1 hour CallFriend de-
velopment set defined by BBN [10]. As we mentioned in Sec-
tion 1, the training data comes from three different Chinese cor-
pora. These are: a 14 hour, 42-conversation CallFriend (CF) cor-
pus; a 14 hour, 100-conversation CallHome (CH) corpus; and a
22 hour, 1790-conversation Chinese spontaneous telephone speech
corpus in the flight enquiry and reservation domain (FL) [2]. Both
the CF and CH collection are part of the training set defined for
the EARS RT-03 evaluation.

The baseline acoustic models were built using HTK [11]. The
system is a speaker independent continuous mixture density, tied
state, cross-word, gender-independent, context-dependent Initial-
Final (I/F), HMM system. The speech was parameterized into
39-dimensional PLP cepstral coefficients with delta and acceler-
ation components. Cepstral mean and variance normalization was
performed over each conversation side. The acoustic models used
cross-word I/F with decision tree clustered states [11], where ques-
tions about phonetic context as well as word boundaries were used
for clustering. Details of the ASR system design can be found
in [12]. Decoding experiments were performed using the AT&T
Large Vocabulary Decoder [13], using a bigram language model
constructed as follows. Three bigram language models were trained
over each set of transcriptions and were linearly interpolated [14]
with weights chosen so as to minimize the perplexity on held-out
CF transcriptions. This bigram was used for all decoding experi-
ments.

3.1. Unnormalized Out-of-Domain Acoustic Data

Initial baseline experiments were performed to measure the perfor-
mance of models trained using each of the three training sources.
Various training sets were creating through combinations of the
sources without cross-corpus normalization. Table 1 summarizes
the performance of ASR systems estimated over these training
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Data Sources & Normalization CER
CF CH FL #transforms SI SI+MLLR

I T 1 per corpus 57.6 55.8
I I T 1 per corpus 58.1 55.7
I T T 1 per corpus 57.8 55.5

Table 2. Character Error Rate (%) of systems by normalizing out-
of-domain acoustic training data relative to in-domain data. An ‘T’
/ ‘I’ indicates that a source was included in training with / without
normalization, resp. Results are reported with and without unsu-
pervised MLLR speaker adaptation.

sets. Results on the CF test set, both with and without unsuper-
vised MLLR speaker adaptation [15] are given.

We first conducted baseline experiments to quantify the mis-
match between each of the three training corpora and the test cor-
pus in terms of recognition performance. Not surprisingly, acoustic
models trained only with CF gave the best performance on the CF
test set (CER 60.8%/58.7%). The CH trained acoustic models had
poorer but comparable performance (CER 62.2%/59.8%). On the
other hand, the FL-based acoustic models were significantly worse
than either CF or CH models (CER 69.2%/65.8%).

We then investigated the combination of each of the out-of-
domain corpora and the in-domain corpus in training acoustic mod-
els for the CF task. The acoustic models were obtained by pooling
the in-domain training data with each out-of-domain training data
and estimating the HMM parameters in the standard ML fashion,
i.e. without the cross-corpus normalizing transforms. It was found
that a simple merging of the CF and CH data yielded an improve-
ment relative to using either corpus alone. However, adding the FL
set to the CF data gave absolutely no improvement relative to us-
ing the CF data alone. Moreover, adding the FL set to the CF and
CH sets degrades performance relative to training with CF and CH
alone.

The results of this section show that the performance of acoustic
models trained from a combination of in-domain and out-of-domain
data depends on the similarity of each training set to the test set.
Simply adding out-of-domain data can actually degrade perfor-
mance.

3.2. Normalized Out-of-Domain Acoustic Data

We then conducted a series of experiments to assess the effective-
ness of cross-corpus acoustic normalization as proposed in Sec-
tion 2. This procedure does need a starting point from which the
initial set of transforms can be estimated. All normalization ex-
periments are seeded by the CF+CH system of Section 3.1, which
was trained over the combined CF and CH training sets and was
best of the unnormalized systems (CER 57.9%/55.9%). A single
transform was estimated for each out-of-domain corpus in these
preliminary normalization experiments. The cross-corpus normal-
ization experiments are reported in Table 2.

We first investigated the combination of the CF and CH cor-
pora. Applying the cross-corpus normalizing transform to the CH
data gave a modest 0.3% improvement relative to the unnormal-
ized CF+CH system when no MLLR speaker adaptation was used
during decoding. However, this improvement effectively dimin-
ishes with the presence of speaker adaptation on the test side.

We then added the FL set to the CF and CH sets. We ini-
tially treated the CF and CH corpora as in-domain data sources

Data Sources & Normalization CER
CF CH FL #transforms SAT SAT+MLLR

I I I 59.4 55.6
I T T 1 per corpus 58.0 54.6

Table 3. Character Error Rate (%) of SAT derived systems
from unnormalized and normalized out-of-domain acoustic train-
ing data relative to in-domain data. An ‘T’ / ‘I’ indicates that
a source was included in speaker adaptive training with / without
cross-corpus normalization, resp. Results are reported with and
without unsupervised MLLR speaker adaptation.

and the FL corpus as out-of-domain source. Under this scenario,
only the FL data was transformed. The normalization of the FL
corpus gave an improvement (CER 58.1%/55.7%) relative to the
unnormalized CF+CH+FL system. Then, we applied the cross-
corpus normalization to both the CH and FL corpora. Normaliz-
ing both out-of-domain data sources yielded a slightly better result
(CER 57.8%/55.5%) relative to normalizing the FL corpus alone.
In conclusion, the cross-corpus normalization makes it possible to
improve performance by adding a severely mismatched corpus.

3.3. Speaker Adaptive Training on Normalized Out-of-Domain
Acoustic Data

A commonly used approach for improving ASR performance is
speaker adaptive training (SAT) [4] in which speaker dependent
transforms are used to reduce speaker-specific variability in the
speech signal. Our training set is a collection of heterogeneous
corpora, and we investigate whether cross-corpus normalization
procedures can be used jointly with speaker adaptive training to
improve recognition performance.

Table 3 compares the performance of SAT acoustic models
trained over unnormalized acoustic data to SAT acoustic mod-
els trained over an in-domain training set created by transform-
ing the out-of-domain corpora prior to speaker adaptive training.
Throughout these SAT experiments we used a fixed set of two re-
gression classes for the speaker depended transforms- one class for
speech states and one class for silence states. The first SAT sys-
tem was seeded by the unnormalized CF+CH+FL system of Sec-
tion 3.1 (CER 59.3%/56.6%) and subsequently trained over the
unnormalized CF, CH and CH training sets. The second SAT sys-
tem was seeded by the models of Section 3.2 (CER 57.8%/55.5%)
which were trained over the in-domain CF data and the normal-
ized out-of-domain CH and CF training sets. SAT training was
performed as usual, but over the cross-domain normalized data.

In the following we focus on the recognition performance in-
corporating unsupervised speaker adaptation over the test set. Ap-
plying SAT in the standard fashion, i.e. without cross-corpus nor-
malization, yields 1.0% absolute gain over the unnormalized
CF+CH+FL system (CER 55.6% vs. 56.6% - see Table 1). This is
comparable to the gains from cross-corpus normalization alone: in
Section 3.2 we found that applying the cross-corpus normalizing
transforms to both the out-of-domain corpora gave 1.1% absolute
gain over the same unnormalized CF+CH+FL system (CER 55.5%
vs. 56.6%). Results in Table 3 show that SAT can be further im-
proved by 1.0% (CER 54.6% vs. 55.6%) if we first compensate
for the cross-corpus differences across the training sets. When we
consider the combined gains from SAT and cross-corpus normal-
ization against the ML baseline system, (CER 54.6% vs. 56.6%)
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the total gain is 2.0%, an indication that the cross-corpus normal-
ization and SAT procedures yield additive improvement, and are
thus capturing complementary influences, as desired.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we investigated the use of heterogeneous data sources
for acoustic training. Baseline experimental results showed that
simply adding out-of-domain data actually degraded performance.
The proposed acoustic normalization procedure made it possible to
enlarge the acoustic training set with out-of-domain acoustic data
that would otherwise lead to performance degradation. A larger in-
domain training set was created by transforming the out-of-domain
feature space to match the in-domain training population.

We have also found that cross-domain normalization can also
improve Speaker Adaptive Training. Experimental results show
that performing SAT over cross-corpus normalized data effectively
doubles the gains obtained from SAT alone on this corpus. Inter-
estingly, the gains from SAT and cross-corpus normalization are
almost exactly additive, which is strong evidence that they are cap-
turing different phenomena. In this we emphasize that we are not
in fact proposing new modeling algorithms. What we have shown
is that careful initialization and application of existing transform-
based modeling techniques can be used to capture different effects
in heterogeneous data.

In our preliminary experiments we studied the use of single
cross-corpus transforms. We are planning to extend this idea by es-
timating multiple transforms for each out-of-domain corpus based
on broad speech classes. Furthermore since a training corpus usu-
ally consists of a coarse group of speakers, we indent to extend
the acoustic normalization technique to homogeneous clusters of
speakers, or even to each speaker separately.

This framework can be applied in certain multilingual ASR
systems [16, 17, 18], where the task is to train models for a ’tar-
get’ language using data from a number of ’source’ languages.
Currently, most of these training approaches are based on multi-
lingual speech data pooling followed by acoustic model adapta-
tion to fit the characteristics of a target language [17]. However,
as in the experiments described earlier in Section 3.1, it often hap-
pens that simply combining data from multiple languages actually
hurts ASR performance in a single language. There are many in-
teresting modeling issues involved in sharing speech across lan-
guages [19, 20], such as the varying effect of phonetic context, the
presence or absence of phones, and other issues such as the role of
prosodic features such as pitch and pause duration. However, none
of those detailed issues can be studied unless it is possible to work
with multiple data sources without degrading the baseline perfor-
mance. This work is meant to be a basis to enable further studies
of the more subtle issues in combining multiple data sources.
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